STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS FOR EDUCATION & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

WHY STUDY ABROAD
■ Earn credit in your major
■ Mason Core Credit available
■ $500K in Scholarships and Grants
■ Most classes taught in English
■ Available Winter or Summer Break

BENEFITS
■ Expand your worldview.
■ Enhance your career opportunities.
■ Learn another language.
■ Experience another culture and make new friends.
■ Learn more about yourself and boost your confidence.

FUNDING
■ Financial aid may be used to cover program costs.
■ Numerous scholarships are available.
■ GEO offers several distinctive scholarships and travel grants for degree-seeking Mason students.

CONTACT
GLOBAL EDUCATION OFFICE (STUDY ABROAD)
George Mason University
4400 University Drive
Johnson Center, Room 235
Fairfax, VA 22030
PHONE
703–993–2154
EMAIL
GoAbroad@gmu.edu

ARGENTINA—Internships in Buenos Aires, Summer
At Sea—Cruise Ship Management: Mason—Led, Spring Break
Australia—Central Queensland University, Semester (Exchange)
Australia—Curtin University, Semester (Exchange)
Australia—Griffith University: Direct—Enroll, Semester
Australia—Internships at Griffith University, Semester
Australia—Internships in Sydney, Summer
Australia—University of Canberra, Semester (Exchange)
Australia—University of New South Wales, Semester (Exchange)
Australia—University of New South Wales: Direct—Enroll, Semester
Australia—University of South Australia, Semester (Exchange)
Australia—University of South Australia: Direct—Enroll, Semester
Australia—University of Technology Sydney, Semester (Exchange)
Australia—University of Technology Sydney: Direct—Enroll, Semester
Australia—Western Sydney University, Semester (Exchange)

BRAZIL—Internships in Curitiba, Summer
Canada—Internships in Toronto, Summer
Chile—Internships at University of the Andes, Summer
Chile—University of the Andes, Semester (Exchange)
China—Internships in Beijing, Summer
Cyprus—University of Nicosia: Direct—Enroll, Semester
Czech Republic—Internships in Prague, Summer
Finland—University of Helsinki, Semester (Exchange)
Hong Kong—Chinese University of Hong Kong, Semester (Exchange)
Hong Kong—Internships in Hong Kong, Summer
Hungary—The Budapest Semester: Mason—Led, Semester
India—Internships in Jaipur, Summer
Ireland—Internships in Dublin, Summer
Italy—Internships in Florence, Summer
Italy—Internships in Milan, Summer
Japan—Internships in Tokyo, Summer
Japan—Nagoya University of Foreign Studies, Semester (Exchange)
Japan—Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, Semester (Exchange)
The Cambridge trip was the most fun and learning that I have ever packed into two weeks! It was a rich and wonderful experience. I took away many lessons for my future teaching, as well as a real love of travel!

—INGRID LYNT, SECONDARY EDUCATION IN CAMBRIDGE

DEADLINES

| EARLY MAY | Most Winter, Spring Break, Spring Semester applications open. |
| EARLY SEP | Most Summer, Fall Semester applications open. |
| EARLY OCT | Most Winter, Spring Semester applications close. |
| EARLY NOV | Most Spring Break applications close. |
| EARLY MAR | Most Summer and Fall Semester applications close |

FULFILL MASON CORE REQUIREMENT

Students participating in our semester abroad programs will automatically fulfill the Mason Global Understanding core requirement.